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DETERMINATION OF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL HEAT SOURCE :UNIQUENESS, REGULARIZATION AND ERROR ESTIMATEbyD. D. Trong, P. H. QuanHoChiMinh City National University, Department of Mathematics and Informatics227 Nguyen Van Cu, Q5, HoChiMinh City, VietnamEmail: ddtrong@mathdep.hcmuns.edu.vn&P. N. Dinh AlainMathematics Department, Mapmo UMR 6628, BP 67-5945067, Orleans cedex, FranceEmail: alain.pham@univ-orleans.frAbstract : Let Q be a heat conduction body and let ' = '(t) begiven. We consider the problem of �nding a two-dimensional heat sourcehaving the form '(t)f(x; y) in Q. The problem is ill-posed. Assuming @Qis insulated and ' 6� 0, we show that the heat source is de�ned uniquelyby the temperature history on @Q and the temperature distribution in Qat the initial time t = 0 and at the �nal time t = 1. Using the method oftruncated integration and the Fourier transform, we construct regularizedsolutions and derive explicitly error estimate.Key words : error estimate, Fourier transform, ill-posed problems,heat-conduction, heat source, truncated integration.Mathematics Subject Classi�cation 2000: 35K05, 35K20, 35R30,42A381. IntroductionLet Q be a heat conduction body having a constant conductivity, as-sumed to be equal 1, and having an insulated boundary. In this paper,we consider the problem of identifying a heat source in the inside of Qfrom the temperature history on a part of @Q and the temperature dis-tribution in Q at the initial time t = 0 and at the �nal time t = 1, say.In other words, the problem has Cauchy data on a part of the boundary.The problem has been studied intensively for the last three decades (see,e.g., [STY, WZ, I1, I2, LZ, ATL]). Letting u be the temperature in Q and1



F = F (x; y; t; u) be the heat source, one has the equation�@u@t + �u = F (x; y; t; u):The problem is severely ill-posed. In fact, because of the extremesensitiveness to measurement errors (see, e.g., [BBC]), the inverse heatsource problem is di�cult. Measured data is usually the result of discretelyexperimental measurements and, of course, is subject to error. Hence, asolution corresponding to the data does not always exist and moreover,solutions, event thought they exist, do not depend continuously on thegiven data. This, of course, makes a numerical treatment impossible.Thus, one has to resort to a regularization.To simplify the problem, many preassumptions on the form of theheat source had been given. Roughly speaking, we can approximate thefunction F (x; y; t; u) by a function which has the formNXn=0	n(u)'n(t)fn(x; y)The �rst order of the latter form can be written asF � 	0(u) + '0(t) + f0(x; y) + '1(t)f1(x; y) + :::In [I1, I2], the author assumed thatF (x; y; t; u) = g0(x; t) + f1(x)g1(t) + f2(t)g2(x)where f1; f2 are unknown. In [LZ],F (x; y; t; u) = f(u) + r(x; t)where f is unknown (see also [K] for a similar form of the heat source).In [STY, Y, CE1, CE2], we get the separated formF (x; y; t; u) = �(t)f(x)in which one of two functions is unknown.Now, in the present paper, for simplicity, as in [ATL], we shall considera model in which the heat source has the separated form '(t)f(x; y) wheref is unknown. As we shall see, with minimum smoothness assumption,2



the given Cauchy data is su�cient to the uniqueness of solution. However,as discussed the problem is still ill - posed.Precisely, we assume that Q is represented by the square (0; 1)�(0; 1).Letting u = u(x; y; t) be the temperature in Q, we consider the problemof identifying a pair of functions (u; f) satisfying�@u@t +�u = '(t)f(x; y) (1)for (x; y; t) 2 Q� (0; 1).Since the boundary of Q is insulated, we have� ux(0; y; t) = ux(1; y; t) = 0;uy(x; 0; t) = uy(x; 1; t) = 0; (x; y; t) 2 Q� (0; 1): (2)Finally, we have the temperature history on a part of @Qu(1; y; t) = u(x; 1; t) = 0 (x; y; t) 2 Q� (0; 1); (3)and the temperature distribution in Q at t = 0 and t = 1,u(x; y; 0) = 0; u(x; y; 1) = g(x; y) (x; y) 2 Q: (4)Here, '; g are given functions. In (3), (4) the conditions, in which u(1; y; t),u(x; 1; t), u(x; y; 0) are vanished, are simpli�ed. In fact, the method of ourpaper can be thoroughly applied to the problem associated with moregeneral data. Hence, to simplify computation and to point out clearlymain ideas of the method, we only consider the simpli�ed conditions as in(3), (4).Our problem is equivalent to the one of �nding the function f = f(x; y)satisfying a Volterra equation of the �rst kind (see, e.g., [F])K'f(x; y) = �g(x; y) (5)for (x; y) 2 Q, whereN(x; y; t; �; �; �) == 14�(t� �)exp��(y � �)24(t� �)��exp��(x� �)24(t� �)�+ exp��(x+ �)24(t� �)�� ;K'f(x; y) = 1Z0 1Z0 1Z0 N(x; y; 1; �; �; �)'(�)f(�; �)d�d�d�:3



We note at once that the problem of existence of a solution is notconsidered here. The set of the ('; g)'s for which the system (1)-(4) hasno solution is dense in L2(0; 1)�L2(Q). Indeed, from (5) we can show thatg is smooth if f 2 L2(Q), ' 2 L2(0; 1). However, in practice, g and ' comefrom experimental measurements and thus given as �nite sets of pointsthat are conveniently patched into L2-functions. Hence g is in generalnon-smooth. With these non-exact data, the system (1)-(4) usually hasno solution. Thus, as mentioned, we deal with a problem that possibly hasnot a solution and hence we would have to resort to a regularization. If wedenote by (g0; '0) the (probably unknown) exact data corresponding to anexact solution (u0; f0) of the system (1)-(4) then, from the (known) non-exact data (g; ') approximating (g0; '0), we shall construct regularizedsolutions of (1)-(4).As we shown in (5), the integral operator K' depends on the non- ex-act data ' which implies thatK' is also non-exact. Hence, it is di�cult toderive error estimate of a regularization method. In the case of one spatialdimension, the linear integral equation has been treated widely in the pastfew decades (see, e.g., [G, B, TA, ADT] and our recent paper [ATL]). Al-though the mathematical literature in the one-dimensional case is ratherimpressive, it is quite scarce in the two dimensional case. In the presentpaper, using a variational form of (1)-(4) we shall transform the problemto the one of �nding f from its Fourier transform calculated from the giv-en data (g; ') (see Lemma 1 below). Assuming the discrepancy betweenthe exact data (g0; '0) and the non-exact data (g; ') is of order " > 0,we shall use a new method of truncated integration to construct (fromthe non-exact data (g; ')) a regularized solution f". Moreover, the errorbetween f" and the exact solution f0 (which depends on the propertiesof '0 and the smoothness of f0) will be given explicitly. The remainderof the paper is divided into two sections. In Section 2, we shall set somenotations and state main results of our paper. In Section 3, we give theproofs of the main results.2. Notations and Main ResultsWe recall thatQ = (0; 1)�(0; 1). We denote by C([0; 1];H1(Q)) the setof continuous functions u(:; t) : [0; 1] ! H1(Q) and by C1([0; 1]; L2(Q))the set of C1-functions u(:; t) : [0; 1] ! L2(Q). From now on, we shallassume that g 2 L2(Q) and ' 2 L2(0; 1). We also denote by c(:); s(:)respectively the functions cos(:); sin(:) for short. From (1)-(2) we get4



� ddt < u;  > � < ux;  x > � < uy ;  y >= ' < f;  > 8 2 H1(Q) (6)where <;> is the inner product in L2(Q).Using (6), we �rst have the following Lemma.Lemma 1If u 2 C1([0; 1];L2(Q)) \ C([0; 1];H1 (Q)); f 2 L2(Q) satisfy (3), (4),(6) then, for all �; � 2 C ,e�2+�2 : 1Z0 1Z0 g(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy = (7)� 1Z0 e(�2+�2)t'(t)dt 1Z0 1Z0 f(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdyWe note that, it may undergo nontrivial changes when applied (5) toget an equation as (7).From Lemma 1, we have in formally1Z0 1Z0 f(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy = �e�2+�2 1R0 1R0 g(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy1R0 e(�2+�2)t'(t)dt :Hence, the function f is possibly identi�ed if the set8<:(�; �) 2 R2j 1Z0 e(�2+�2)t'(t)dt = 09=;is negligible in an appropriate sense. In fact, from the properties of ana-lytic functions, we can show that, if ' 6� 0, the set is a union of countableconcentric circles and, hence, the Lebesgue measure of the set is zero.Moreover, we have 5



Lemma 2Let '0 2 L2(0; 1) and R > 0. Put�0(�) = 1Z0 et�2'0(t)dtBR = n(�; �)j�0(p�2 + �2) < Rov0(t) = tZ1 '0(s)ds:If there exists a � 2 (0; 1) such that v0 is nonpositive (or nonnegative)on [�; 1] and that v0 6� 0 on [�; 1] then we can �nd constants ;R0 2(0; 1); C0 > 0 independent of R such thatm(BR) � C0R for all 0 < R � R0;where m(BR) is the Lebesgue measure of BR.The set of the function '0 satisfying Lemma 2 is very large. Forexample, if'0(t) = (1� t)m(a+ (1� t) (t)); m integer � 0 with a 6= 0;  2 L2(0; 1);then v0 satis�es the condition of Lemma 2. Now, we have the uniquenessresult.Theorem 1Let u1; u2 2 C1([0; 1];L2(Q))\ C([0; 1];H1(Q)) and f1; f2 2 L2(Q).If ui; fi satisfy (1)-(4) (i = 1; 2) and ' 6� 0, then(u1; f1) = (u2; f2):We give two regularization results :Theorem 2 Let C0; " > 0 and let '0 2 L2(0; 1); g0 2 L2(Q) and(u0; f0) be the exact solution of (1)-(4) corresponding ('0; g0) in righthand side. Assume that '; g satisfyk'� '0kL2(0;1) < "; kg � g0kL2(Q) < " (8)6



and '(t) > C0; '0(t) > C0 a. e. on (0; 1).Then from g; ' we can construct a regularized solution f" , such thatlim"!0 kf" � f0kL2(Q) = 0 (9)If we assume, in addition, that f0 2 H2(Q), thenkf" � f0kL2(Q) � 4s�e3C40 (C0 + kg0kL2(Q) + 1)2" + 384�2 kf0k2H2(Q) "1=8:Theorem 3 Let " > 0; a 2 �0; 12� and let assumptions of Lemma 2hold. If g; ' are the measured data satisfyingk'� '0kL2(0;1) < " and kg � g0kL2(Q) < ":then, for each a 2 �0; 12�, we can construct from g; ' a function f" suchthat lim"!0 kf" � f0kL2(Q) = 0:Moreover, if f0 2 H2(Q) then for each b 2 �max�0; 1�4a4 	; 1�2a2 � , wecan �nd Cb > 0; b > 0 independent of f0; g0; '0; " such thatkf" � f0kL2(Q) �sCb"b + 384�2 kf0k2H2(Q)�b ln 1"��1=2:3. ProofsProof of Lemma 1Choosing  (x; y) = c(�x)c(�y) in (6), we get� ddt 1Z0 1Z0 u(x; y; t)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy+ � 1Z0 1Z0 ux(x; y; t)s(�x)c(�y)dxdy+� 1Z0 1Z0 uy(x; y; t)c(�x)s(�y)dxdy = '(t) 1Z0 1Z0 f(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy: (10)7



Since u(1; y; t) = 0, we have1Z0 1Z0 ux(x; y; t)s(�x)c(�y)dxdy = �� 1Z0 1Z0 u(x; y; t)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy: (11)Similarly,1Z0 1Z0 uy(x; y; t)c(�x)s(�y)dxdy = �� 1Z0 1Z0 u(x; y; t)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy: (12)Substituting (11), (12) into (10) gives� ddt 1Z0 1Z0 u(x; y; t)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy= 1Z0 1Z0 �(�2 + �2)u(x; y; t)+ '(t)f(x; y)�c(�x)c(�y)dxdy: (13)Noting thatddt 0@e(�2+�2)t 1Z0 1Z0 u(x; y; t)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy1A =�'(t)e(�2+�2)t 1Z0 1Z0 f(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy;we get e�2+�2 1Z0 1Z0 g(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy =� 1Z0 '(t)e(�2+�2)tdt 1Z0 1Z0 f(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy:This completes the proof of Lemma 1.8



Proof of Lemma 2We shall prove j�0(�)j ! +1 as �! �1. We have�0(�) = 1Z0 et�2'0(t)dt = 1Z0 et�2v00(t)dt= et�2v0(t)���10 � �2 1Z0 v0(t)et�2dt = �v0(0)� �2 1Z0 v0(t)et�2dt:By the properties of v0 there exist t0 and "1 > 0 such that� < t0 � "1 < t0 < t0 + "1 < 1;and v0(t) < 0 8t 2 [t0 � "1; t0 + "1]:We put C1 � min[0;t0�"1](�v0(t)); C2 � min[t0�"1;t0+"1](�v0(t)) > 0:We have�0(�) = �v0(0)� 24 t0�"1Z0 + t0+"1Zt0�"1 + 1Zt0+"1 v0(t)et�2dt35�2� �v0(0) + 24C1 t0�"1Z0 et�2dt + C2 t0+"1Zt0�"1 et�2dt35 �2� �v0(0) + hC1�e(t0�"1)�2 � 1�+ C2 �e(t0+"1)�2 � e(t0�"1)�2�i� �v0(0) + C1e(t0+"1)�2 �e�2"1�2 � e�(t0+"1)�2�+C2e(t0+"1)�2 �1� e�2"1�2� :Therefore j�0(�)j ! +1 as �! �1. Hence, by the analyticity of �0(�),it follow that �0(�) has only �nite zeros �j ; j = 1; :::; p on the real axis.We can write �0(�) = �1(�) pYj=1 (�� �j)mj9



where mj = 1; 2; ::: 8j = 1; p, j�1(�)j ! +1 as � ! �1 and �1(�) 6= 0for every � 2 R. By j�1(�)j ! +1 as �! �1 and �1(�) 6= 0 for every�, there exists C3 > 0 such that j�1(�)j � C3 for every �. Hence,����0(p�2 + �2)��� � C3 pYj=1 ���p�2 + �2 � �j ���mj :where mj = 1; 2; :::;Without loss of generality, we can assume that 0 � �1 < �2 < ::: < �p(if �j < 0 then ���p�2 + �2 � �j��� � j�j j).Putting d = min1�s�p�1(�s+1��s),M = pPs=1ms and � =p�2 + �2 � 0 .ChooseR0 = minfC3dM ; 12 ; C3 ��12 �2m1 dM�2m1g and �s = R1=2msC1=2ms3 d(M�2ms)=2ms ,1 � s � p we then havei) If �s + �s � � � �s+1 � �s+1; s = 1; p� 1, we havej�0(�)j � C3 pYj=1 ���p�2 + �2 � �j ���mj � C3�mss �ms+1s+1 dMs = R;where Ms =M �ms �ms+1.ii) If �p + �p < �, we have j�0(�)j � C3dM�mp�mpp = � and the choice�p = d� RdMC3�(1=2mp) with R � dMC3 involves that � � R.If 0 � � < �1� �1 the same proof as before with �1 = d� RdMC3�(1=2m1)implies that j�0(�)j � R.In the case where �1 = 0 i.e. the roots �i are such that 0 = �1 < �2 <::: < �p the previous proof is still valid with R0 = minfC3dM ; 12g.Which meansBR � p[s=1 f(�; �)=�s � �s <p�2 + �2 < �s + �sg:Hencem(BR) � pXs=1 4��s�s � 4�maxs=1;p�s pXs=1 �s = 4�dmaxs=1;p�s pXs=1 R1=2msC1=2ms3 dM=2ms :Choosing  = min1�s�pn 12mso, we complete the proof of Lemma 2.10



Proof of Theorem 1Put v = u1 � u2 and f = f1 � f2, then v and f satisfy (6) andv(x; y; 1) = 0: (14)Put ~f(x; y) � 148>>>><>>>>: f(x; y) (x; y) 2 (0; 1)� (0; 1)f(�x;�y) (x; y) 2 (�1; 0)� (�1; 0)f(�x; y) (x; y) 2 (�1; 0)� (0; 1)f(x;�y) (x; y) 2 (0; 1)� (�1; 0)0 (x; y) =2 (�1; 1)� (�1; 1)Then b~f(�; �) = 12� ZR2 ~f (x; y)e�i(x�+y�)dxdy= 12� 1Z0 1Z0 f(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy: (15)By (7) and (15), we get24 1Z0 e(�2+�2)t'(t)dt35b~f(�; �) = 0: (16)Leth(�; �) � 1Z0 e(�2+�2)t'(t)dt = 1Xn=0 (�2 + �2)nn! 1Z0 '(t)tndt:If h � 0, by Weierstrass theorem, we have ' � 0, which is a contra-diction. Hence h 6= 0. This implies that there exist (�0; �0) 2 C � Cand r > 0 such that jh(�; �)j > 0 for every (�; �) 2 B((�0; �0); r) whereB((�0; �0); r) is the ball with center at (�0; �0) and radius r.Therefore b~f(�; �) = 0 8(�; �) 2 B:11



Since b~f is an entire function, we getb~f(�; �) = 0 8(�; �) 2 C � C :Hence ~f = 0 a. e.This follows f = 0 a. e. on Q which involves v = 0 a. e. on Q sincethe variational problem (6) has a unique solution.This completes the proof of Theorem 1.Before proving two main regularization results, we state and prove anecessary Lemma. Note that it is of independent interest.Lemma 3Let Dr = �(�; �)=�2+ �2 � r2	 and r > p2. If f0 2 H2(Q) thenRR2nDr "RQ f0(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy#2 d�d� � 1536 kf0k2H2(Q) r�1.Proof of Lemma 3From the denseness of C1(Q) in H2(Q), we only consider the casef0 2 C1(Q).We have1Z0 1Z0 f0(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dydx== � 1Z0 1Z0 @f0@x (x; y)s(�x)� c(�y)dxdy+ 1Z0 �f0(x; y)s(�x)� �x=1x=0 c(�y)dy= � 1Z0 1Z0 @f0@x (x; y)s(�x)� c(�y)dxdy+ 1Z0 f0(1; y)s(�)� c(�y)dy= 1Z0 1Z0 @2f0@x@y (x; y)s(�y)� s(�x)� dxdy � 1Z0 �@f0@x (x; y)s(�y)� �y=1y=0 s(�x)� dx� 1Z0 @f0@y (1; y)s(�y)� s(�)� dy + �f0(1; y)s(�y)� �y=1y=0 s(�)�12



= 1Z0 1Z0 @2f0@x@y (x; y)s(�y)� s(�x)� dxdy � 1Z0 @f0@x (x; 1)s(�)� s(�x)� dx� 1Z0 @f0@y (1; y)s(�y)� s(�)� dy + f0(1; 1)s(�)� s(�)� :We have������ 1Z0 1Z0 @2f0@x@y (x; y)s(�y)� s(�x)� dxdy������ � k(�)k(�)  @2f0@x@yL2(Q) :where k(�) = 8<: 1; j�j � 11j�j ; j�j > 1 :We havef0(1; 1) = 1Z0 1Z0 @2(xyf0)@x@y dxdy= 1Z0 1Z0 �f0(x; y) + y @f0@y (x; y) + x@f0(x; y)@x + @2f0(x; y)@x@y xy� dxdy;hencejf0(1; 1)j � kf0kL2(Q) + @f0@y L2(Q) + @f0@x L2(Q) +  @2f0@x@yL2(Q) :We have1Z0 ����@f0@x (x; 1)s(�)� s(�x)� dx���� � k(�)k(�) 1Z0 ������ 1Z0 @@y �y @f0@x (x; y)� dy������dx� k(�)k(�)"@f0@x L2(Q) +  @2f0@x@yL2(Q)# :13



Simultaneously������ 1Z0 @f0@y (1; y)s(�y)� s(�)� dy������ � k(�)k(�)"@f0@y L2(Q) +  @2f0@x@yL2(Q)# :Therefore������ 1Z0 1Z0 f0(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy������ � 4k(�)k(�) kf0kH2(Q) :It implies thatZR2nDr 264ZQ f0(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy3752 d�d� �� 128 kf0k2H2(Q)8>><>>: Zj�j� rp2 Zj�j� rp2 + Zj�j� rp2 Zj�j� rp2 (k(�))2(k(�))2d�d�9>>=>>;� 128 kf0k2H2(Q) kkk2L2(R) Zj�j� rp2 1�2d�� 1536r kf0k2H2(Q) :We complete the proof of Lemma 3.Proof of Theorem 2By choosing r = 18p" > 1 and D = �(�; �)=�2 + �2 � r2	.By (7), we havee�2+�2 1Z0 1Z0 g0(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy = 2� 24� 1Z0 e(�2+�2)t'0(t)dt35 b~f0(�; �):(17)Thereforeb~f0(�; �) = �e�2+�2 1R0 1R0 g0(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy2� 1R0 e(�2+�2)t'0(t)dt :14



Hence,~f0(�; �) = 12� ZR2 b~f0(�; �):ei(��+��)d�d� (18)= � 14�2 ZR2 e�2+�2 1R0 1R0 g0(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy1R0 e(�2+�2)t'0(t)dt ei(��+��)d�d�:Let~f"(�; �) � � 14�2 ZD e�2+�2 1R0 1R0 g(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy1R0 e(�2+�2)t'(t)dt ei(��+��)d�d�: (19)We denote k:k2, norm in L2(R2).We have ~f" � ~f022 = b~f " � b~f022 (20)= ZD ��� b~f"(�; �)� b~f0(�; �)���2 d�d� + ZR2nD ��� b~f0(�; �)���2 d�d�:With (�; �) 2 D, we get2� ��� b~f"(�; �)� b~f0(�; �)��� == ���������e�2+�2 26664 1R0 1R0 g(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy1R0 e(�2+�2)t'(t)dt � 1R0 1R0 g0(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy1R0 e(�2+�2)t'0(t)dt 37775���������= ���������e�2+�2 26664 1R0 1R0 [g0(x; y)� g(x; y)] c(�x)c(�y)dxdy1R0 e(�2+�2)t'0(t)dt +15



+ 1Z0 1Z0 g(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy�0BBB@ 11R0 e(�2+�2)t'0(t)dt � 11R0 e(�2+�2)t'(t)dt1CCCA37775���������� e�2+�2 kg � g0kL2(Q)C0(e�2+�2 � 1)(�2 + �2)+ e�2+�2kgkL2(Q) ��������� 1R0 e(�2+�2)t('(t)� '0(t))dt1R0 e(�2+�2)t'0(t)dt 1R0 e(�2+�2)t'(t)dt ���������� "(�2 + �2)C0(1� e�(�2+�2)) + kgkL2(Q) p(�2 + �2)3p1� e�2(�2+�2)p2C20(1� e�(�2+�2))2 ":For r � 1, using the inequalities,� u1�e�u � 2u � eu � er2 ; 8u � 1u1�e�u � e � er2 ; 8u 2 [0; 1) u = �2 + �2 � r2;we have "(�2 + �2)C0(1� e�(�2+�2)) � "er2C0 � "e 32 r3C0 ;and kgkL2(Q) p(�2 + �2)3p1 + e�(�2+�2)C20p2q�1� e�(�2+�2)�3 " � kgkL2(Q) �er2� 32 "C20� kgkL2(Q) e 32 r3"C20 :Therefore4�2 ZD ��� b~f"(�; �)� b~f0(�; �)���2 d�d� � "2e3r6C40 hC0 + kgkL2(Q)i2 ZD d�d�� �"2e3r8C40 hC0 + kgkL2(Q)i2 : (21)16



If we put �(") � 4�2 ZR2nD ��� b~f0(�; �)���2 d�d� (22)then �(")! 0 as "! 0.By (20), (21), (22), we get4�2  ~f" � ~f022 � �e3C40 hC0 + kgkL2(Q)i2 "+ �(");it means that4 ~f" � f0L2(Q) � 2�s�e3C40 hC0 + kgkL2(Q)i2 "+ �("): (23)Put f" = 4 ~f", we get (9).Noting thatb~f0(�; �) = 12� 1Z0 1Z0 f0(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy:By using Lemma 3, if f0 2 H2(Q) then we getkf" � f0kL2(Q) � 1�s�e3C40 hC0 + kgkL2(Q)i2 "+ 384�2 kf0k2H2(Q) "1=8:This completes the proof.Proof of Theorem 3Let �(�) � 1Z0 et�2'(t)dt:PuttingD" = n(�; �)= �����p�2 + �2���� � "a and �2 + �2 < r2 (")	D1 = �(�; �)=�2 + �2 < r2(")	 ;D2 = n(�; �)= �����p�2 + �2���� < "ao17



andF"(�; �) � 12� 8>>><>>>: �e�2+�2 1R0 1R0 g(x;y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy��p�2+�2� ; (�; �) 2 D"0 ; (�; �) =2 D" ;~f"(�; �) � 12� ZD1 F"(�; �)ei(�x+�y)d�d�:We get ~f" � ~f022 =  b~f" � b~f022= ZD" ���F"(�; �)� ~̂f0(�; �)���2 d�d� + ZD1\D2 ��� b~f0(�; �)���2 d�d� ++ ZR2nD1 ��� b~f0(�; �)���2 d�d� � I1 + I2 + I3:Firstly, estimating I2, we have�����p�2 + �2� � �0 �p�2 + �2���� � 1Z0 e(�2+�2)t j'(t)� '0(t)jdt� k'� '0kL2(0;1)vuuut 1Z0 e2(�2+�2)tdt� "se2(�2+�2) � 12(�2 + �2) :If (�; �) 2 D1 \D2 then����0 �p�2 + �2���� < "a + "se2(�2+�2) � 12(�2 + �2) < "a + "1�b; (24)18



since r(") =qb ln 1" ; 0 < b < 1: We have��� b~f0(�; �)��� = 12� ������ 1Z0 1Z0 f0(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy������ � 12� kf0kL2(Q) : (25)By (24), (25), we getI2 � 14�2 kf0k2L2(Q)m(B("a+"1�b)) � 14�2 kf0k2L2(Q)C0("a + "1�b) : (26)Now, estimating I1, we have in view of (�; �) 2 D"�����p�2 + �2���� � "a;hence,����0 �p�2 + �2���� � "a � "se2(�2+�2) � 12(�2 + �2) � "a � "1�b > 0;for 0 < b < 1� a.From (�; �) 2 D", we have���F"(�; �)� b~f0(�; �)��� == 12� ����������e�2+�2 1R0 1R0 g(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy��p�2 + �2� � 1Z0 1Z0 f0(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy���������= 12� ���������e�2+�2 26664 1R0 1R0 g(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy��p�2 + �2� � 1R0 1R0 g0(x; y)c(�x)c(�y)dxdy�0 �p�2 + �2� 37775���������� 12�e�2+�2 kg0kL2(Q) ����0 �p�2 + �2� � ��p�2 + �2���������p�2 + �2���� ����0 �p�2 + �2���� ++ 12�e�2+�2 k'0kL2(0;1)q e2(�2+�2)�12(�2+�2) ���� 1R0 1R0 [g(x; y)� g0(x; y)] c(�x)c(�y)dxdy���������p�2 + �2���� ����0 �p�2 + �2����19



� 12�e�2+�2 "q e2(�2+�2)�12(�2+�2) (kg0kL2(Q) + k'0kL2(0;1))"a�"a � "q e2(�2+�2)�12(�2+�2) �� 12�e�2+�2"1�2ase2(�2+�2) � 12(�2 + �2) kg0kL2(Q) + k'0kL2(0;1)1� "1�aq e2(�2+�2)�12(�2+�2)� 12�e(r("))2"1�2ase2(r("))2 � 12(r("))2 kg0kL2(Q) + k'0kL2(0;1)1� "1�aq e2(r("))2�12(r("))2 :It follows thatI1 � 12e2(r("))2"2�4a e2(r("))22 �kg0kL2(Q) + k'0kL2(0;1)�2�1� "1�ae(r("))2�2� 14e2b ln(1=")"2�4ae2b ln(1=")�kg0kL2(Q) + k'0kL2(0;1)�2�1� "1�aeb ln(1=")�2� 14 1"2b "2�4a 1"2b �kg0kL2(Q) + k'0kL2(0;1)�2�1� "1�a 1"b �2� 14"2�4a�4b�kg0kL2(Q) + k'0kL2(0;1)�2(1� "1�a�b)2 :Therefore4 ~f" � ~f022 � 14"2�4a�4b�kg0kL2(Q) + k'0kL2(0;1)�2(1� "1�a�b)2+ 14�2 kf0k2L2(Q)C0 �"a + "1�b� + �b(")where I3 = �b(")! 0 as "! 0.Putting f" = 4 ~f", we havekf" � f0k2L2(Q) � 414"2�4a�4b�kg0kL2(Q) + k'0kL2(0;1)�2(1� "1�a�b)2+ 14�2 kf0k2L2(Q)C0 �"a + "1�b� + �b("): (27)20
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